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truth and its meaning. If consciousness has no reality and no
value, then there is nothing by which we can know the truth, —
one explanation of things has then as little value as the other,
neither can be claimed as the truth. The consciousness by which
we affirm the featureless sole Reality can be as fallacious as that
by which we affirm our individual self and the universe.

If consciousness is the self-awareness of the eternal Exis-
tence, it can only be this self-awareness seeing its own power
and the works of its power as a real world. If consciousness is
a creation of the evolution, it is also the one thing by which
it receives some value, the one thing by which its values can be
reckoned, its [ . . . ], its one central and essential value. It is not by
the development of forms that evolution reaches its height, but
by the evolution of consciousness. The degree of consciousness
is the degree of evolution; the extent to which consciousness
has developed its powers, range, height, its fulness of vision
and self-vision, is the measure of the evolution’s development of
its work and aim, its progress towards its goal, if goal indeed
it has and is not the incoherent working out of an accidental
Chance. Indeed, if we look at the way in which the Inconscient
has devised the world and the sequences by which it has arrived
at intelligence, we have some reason [to think] that it is a secret
Consciousness which has made this world and under the mask
of inconscience has emerged as a slow process of an Ignorance
developing Knowledge.

If so, it may well be that it is the self-awareness of the
[eternal Existence] that is working out in the formula of incon-
scient Matter and ignorant Life and half-awakened Mind its
own self-manifestation in the material universe.
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But what is consciousness and what its relation to existence?
How and why did it come into being in an inconscient uni-
verse, a universe which even if it originated by an inexplicable
chance, has assumed the proportions of a huge and complex
inexorable mechanism repeating the same processes through the


